Advantages of our specially designed ultra hermetic storage bags

- Storezo is made from ultra high barrier specially laminated blend of polymers.
- Aroma retention capacity / Small barrier:
  - If storezo bags is used to pack any aromatic spices or any other foodgrains, than their own smell will be locked and the product will smell same as freshly picked product for very long time.
- Storezo bags protect vitamin content and sensitive food.
- In Storezo bags Oxygen and moisture barrier property is very high. So no insect growth or mold growth in the bag, where as in traditional Plastic bags oxygen and moisture are in free flow so food product starts degrading immediately after packing.
- Very good transparency and high temperature tolerance.
- FDA and EU food grade compliance. So there is no problem in exporting in Europe, USA, or Anywhere.
- Flavor and inherent quality of foodgrains is maintained.
- Increases shelf life of foodgrains upto double or triple when compared and packed in Plastic bags, woven PP bags or jute packing.
- Weight loss is minimized. Moisture of the product is intact once the bags are sealed so the product stays moist inside and no reduction of weight even stored longer.
- Racidity is prevented as oxygen and moisture keeps out.
- Color, aroma and texture is maintained of the product filled inside.
- Foodgrains remains fresh, aromatic and maintain its color and texture.
- Learning level of grain producer increases because quality and quantity is maintained.
- Also the grain products can be exported and the farmer can get high price of the product.
- Protection against fungal growth and insect growth. This happens because there is no oxygen and moisture in this bag due to specially laminated blend polymer used.
- Commodity can be stored for very long time without the use of chemical and refrigeration.
- So it saves and money and earns money.

Storezo Grain Packing Bags (Guaranteed 3x Extra Shelf Life)

Do you get rejection from your exported food grains due to Moisture and insects?

Stock sizes:
- 850mm x 1100mm
- 750mm x 1300mm
- 750mm x 1500mm

Visit Our Website: www.storezo.net Email: info@storezo.net

How to use Storezo Grain Shield Bags

The companion burlap/jute bags has always been waiting for. Use Storezo Grain Shield Bags as the inner layer for all your Food Grain Export

1. Fill Storezo Grain Shield Bag inside the Outer Bag.
2. Press the Storezo Grain Shield Bag Extraerse excess air from the bag.
3. Tie the top of the bag using any kind of knot and sealing it with another bag.
4. Store in Original Storage Bags.

Storezo Grain Packing Bags (Guaranteed 3x Extra Shelf Life)

Do you get rejection from your exported food grains due to Moisture and insects?

For Further Information Regarding Purchase of Our Products
Visit Our Website:
www.storezo.net
Email: info@storezo.net
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